of the lower complementizers is the delimitation of the boundary of the two main Topic subfields. Section 5 concludes the paper with some summarizing remarks.
TWO TOPIC SUBFIELDS
As discussed extensively in Munaro (2010) , there are sound empirical reasons to postulate that the left-peripheral Topic field should be split into at least two distinct Topic subfields, the higher of which is dedicated to host topicalized clausal adjuncts, while the lower one hosts topicalized non-clausal phrasal constituents.
This hypothesis seems to be supported by the fact that a topicalized inverted conditional clause tends to precede a topicalized non-clausal constituent of the embedded clause, as witnessed by the following examples from modern standard Italian; both in (1a) and in (2a), which are fully grammatical, the inverted conditional clause precedes the left-dislocated internal argument of the emdedded predicate, while (1b) and (2b), where the linear order is reversed, are very marginal:
(1) a) Credo che, fosse Gianni venuto alla festa, Mario, avremmo dovuto invitarlo.
believe that, were John come to-the party, Mario, have-cond must invite-him 'I believe that, had John come to the party, Mario, we should have invited.' b) ??Credo che Mario, fosse Gianni venuto alla festa, avremmo dovuto invitarlo.
believe that Mario, were John come to-the party, have-cond must invite-him 'I believe that Mario, had John come to the party, we should have invited.'
(2) a)
Credo che, avesse Gianni rifiutato la nostra proposta, con Mario, avremmo dovuto parlare. believe t hat, had John rejected the our proposal, with Mario, have-cond must speak 'I believe that, had John rejected our proposal, with Mario, we should have spoken.
b)
??Credo che con Mario, avesse Gianni rifiutato la nostra proposta, avremmo dovuto parlare. believe that with Mario, had John rejected the our proposal, have-cond must speak 'I believe that with Mario, had John rejected our proposal, we should have spoken. ' The grammaticality contrast is somewhat less evident, but still clearly perceivable, when the preposed conditional clause is introduced by the hypothetical complementizer se:
Credo che, se si sono incontrati prima della riunione, della tua collega, ne abbiano parlato. believe that, if refl-are met before of-the meeting, about your colleague cl-have spoken 'I believe that, if they met before the meeting, about your colleague, they have spoken.' b)
?Credo che della tua collega, se si sono incontrati prima della riunione, ne abbiano parlato. believe that about your coll. if refl-are met before of-the meeting, cl-have spoken 'I believe that, about your colleague, if they met before the meeting, they have spoken. ' This kind of linear restriction seems to hold crosslinguistically, as also in Paduan, a dialect spoken in the North-Eastern Italian region of Veneto, a preposed inverted conditional clause must precede both a left-dislocated constituent and a wh-phrase, as shown by the following examples; the only grammatical sequence is (4a), where the conditional clause precedes both the indirect object a to sorèla and the wh-item cossa, while the alternative orders in (4b) and (4c) give rise to ungrammaticality: On the other hand, in Paduan the adverbial clause must follow a hanging topic constituent, as witnessed by the examples in (5), where the indirect object Mario functioning as hanging topic is not accompanied by the preposition and is obligatorily resumed by the pronominal clitic ghe; the full grammaticality of (5a), where Mario precedes the preposed concessive clause, suggests that the latter indeed belongs to the Topic field:
(5) a) Mario, anca gavesseli telefonà in tempo, no garìssimo podùo dirghelo. Mario, also had-cl phoned in time, not have-cond been-able tell-him-it 'Mario, even if they had phoned in time, we couldn't have told.' b) ??Anca gavesseli telefonà in tempo, Mario, no garìssimo podùo dirghelo. also had-cl phoned in time, Mario, not have-cond been-able tell-him-it 'Even if they had phoned in time, Mario, we couldn't have told.' Adopting Benincà and Poletto's (2004) decomposition of the Topic field into a Frame and a Thematization subfield, we can identify the landing site of topicalized adverbial clauses in the specifier of the SceneSettingP belonging to the Frame subfield, while clitic left-dislocated constituents would target the specifier of the lower LeftDislP belonging to the Thematization subfield, as represented in (6):
As far as embedded clauses are concerned, in modern Italian a preposed conditional clause associated to the embedded clause follows the subordinating complementizer che, as witnessed by the contrast between the full grammaticality of (7a) and the marginality of (7b):
Credo che, se il tuo collega non verrà alla riunione, dovremo parlare con Gianni. believe that, if the your coll. not will-come to-the meeting, must-fut speak with John 'I believe that, if your colleague will not join the meeting, we will have to speak with John.' b)
??Credo, se il tuo collega non verrà alla riunione, che dovremo parlare con Gianni. believe, if the your coll. not will-come to-the meeting, that must-fut speak with John 'I believe, if your colleague will not join the meeting, that we will have to speak with John.'
This same ordering was attested in Old Italian, where the conditional clause usually followed the subordinating che:
…thinking that if will-be companion of God in-the passions, Ø sarà suo compagno nelle consolazioni. will-be his companion in-the consolations '…thinking that if he will be God's companion in the sufferings, he will be his companion in the consolations.' Bono Giamboni, Libro, chap.7, par.12
We can schematically represent the structure of (7a) and (8) as in (9), where the subordinating complementizer lexicalizes the head Force°, while the preposed adverbial clause targets the specifier of a Topic projection whose head is phonetically empty:
However, as we will see in the next section, this was not the only option in Old Italian.
ON CONDITIONAL CLAUSES AND (MULTIPLE) COMPLEMENTIZERS

IN EARLY ITALO-ROMANCE
Complementizer Doubling
Beside the ordinary structure with one complementizer introducing the embedded clause, in Old Italian, by which I essentially mean 13 th century Florentine, we can find numerous examples where the protasis appears sandwiched between two instances of the complementizer che, one preceding and one following the preposed clausal adverbial associated to the embedded clause: Paoli (2007), discussing some cases of complementizer doubling in early Romance, takes the second occurrence of che to head the TopicP projection, which hosts the topicalized adverbial clause in its specifier:
In her view, the overt realization of the complementizer in Topic° is taken to reflect a spec-head agreement relation between Topic° and the clausal constituent occupying Spec,TopicP. In the same spirit, Ledgeway (2005) Ledgeway (2005) As Ledgeway points out, particularly telling is the following example where the lower complementizer is followed by a focalized constituent, which reinforces the hypothesis that it lexicalizes a Topic° head, under the assumption that the landing site of focalized phrases follows all the topic-related projections (cf. Benincà lo suo dicto, will-be need that, where he not puts example for the which can well be understood the his word che eo mecta exemplo e declaracione per manifestare lo intendimento suo. that I put example and declaration for show the intention his 'it will be necessary that, wherever he fails to provide as example by which his words can be clearly understood, that I give an example and declaration in order to make his intention clearly understood.'
Libro de lu Dialagu de Sanctu Gregoriu 3.1-3, from Ledgeway (2005) candidates to fill the position sandwiched between the two occurrences of the complementizer, the higher one heading Force°, the lower one heading a Topic projection. 3 In the few modern Italo-Romance varieties still displaying complementizer doubling (cf. Paoli 2007), conditional clauses cannot occur any more between the two complementizers. Under the present approach, the impossibility in modern Italo-Romance to sandwich a clausal adjunct between two complementizers can be interpreted as a consequence of a diachronic process of downward reanalysis to the effect that che2, originally lexicalizing the higher head SceneSett°, has been reanalyzed by the speakers -due to the structural ambiguity of the linear string -as the lexicalization of the lower head LeftDisl°, namely the one associated with the specifier position hosting left-dislocated phrasal constituents, as represented in (i) According to Meszler and Samu (2010) , in all these examples the conditional clause preceding che clearly refers to the content of the subordinate clause, and not to the matrix clause, despite appearance, so that we are obliged to assume that the clausal adjunct preceding che belongs indeed to the left periphery of the embedded clause; in their view, the phonetic realization of the lower complementizer makes the overt realization of the higher one superfluous. I would like to propose a different analysis for the examples in (14), suggesting that the complementizer che is in fact the lexicalization of Force° and that the conditional clause has raised to a higher structural position, namely the specifier of ForceP, crossing over the complementizer:
This alternative structural analysis allows us to formulate a generalization, namely that whenever we find an embedded clause introduced by a single complementizer, this invariably lexicalizes Force°, the highest functional head of the left-periphery, and the optionality in the lexicalization concerns exclusively the lower Topic heads.
Complementizer tripling in early Italo-Romance
In early Italo-Romance a further possibility was sporadically attested, namely the presence of three complementizers, with topicalized lexical material appearing between them. Vincent (2006) reports the following example, where a conditional clause occurs between the highest and the intermediate che, while a heavy topicalized constituent, the subject of the embedded clause, appears between the intermediate and the lowest che:
Ancora statuemo e ordenamo che se alcuna persona de la dita Confraria fosse maroto still establish and order that if any person of-the said Company were dead che subitamenti quello chi saverà de quello ditto fraello maroto che ello lo debia denuntiar that soon that who will-know of that said brother dead that he it-must tell a lo prior to-the prior 'We further establish and order that, if any person of the mentioned Company died, that soon who will know about that dead brother, that he should announce it to the prior'
Statuti della Compagnia dei Caravana del porto di Genova, 1340
Capitalizing on the recursive nature of Topic projections postulated by Rizzi (1997) , we could analyze this example as follows, namely with the second and the third instance of the complementizer lexicalizing the heads of recursive Topic projections, where the conditional clause occupies a specifier position higher than the one targeted by the topicalized constituent:
On the other hand, Ledgeway (2005) reports the following example of complementizer tripling where the relative order of conditional clause and heavy topicalized constituent is reversed:
(18) Pregove, madama, per l'amor di Dio, che de chilli dinare che eo agio vostri pray-you madam for the love of God that of that money that I have yours che si non vi fusse troppo sconço che mi 'ndi impristiti una unça. that if not you-were too-much inconvenience that me-cl-lend an 'uncia' 'I ask of you, my lady, for the love of God, that, from that money of yours that I hold, that, if you were not to find it too inconvenient, that you should lend me an 'uncia' of it,'
Lettera del tesoriere Tommasino da Nizza a Lapa Acciaiuoli, 1353
As one can clearly see, in this case the conditional clause appears between the intermediate and the lowest che and follows the topicalized prepositional phrase, therefore it arguably occupies the specifier of a lower Topic projection, as represented in (19):
If this analysis is on the right track, it provides evidence for a possible location of the conditional clause in a relatively low Topic position within the left periphery of the embedded clause in early Italo-Romance.
Summing up, in this section we have seen that in early Italo-Romance conditional clauses could occupy up to three different specifier positions within the left-periphery of the embedded clause, namely a low Topic position, like in (18), a higher Topic position, like in (16) and (10), and the specifier of ForceP, like in (14).
ON COMPLEMENTIZER ITERATION IN MODERN IBERO-ROMANCE
Within the Romance domain, the possibility for a topicalized constituent or an if-clause to intervene between two instances of que is robustly attested in modern Ibero-Romance, as witnessed by the following examples: Susi says that to the students that cl-go to give presents 'Susy says that they are going to give the students presents.' Spanish (from Villa-Garcìa 2012) According to Mascarenhas (2007) , Villa-Garcìa (2012) , and Gonzàlez i Planas Villa-Garcìa (2012) also discusses the following example, where the conditional clause follows que2, and a topicalized argumental prepositional phrase appears sandwiched between que1 and que2:
Me dijeron que a la fiesta, que si llueve, no van a ir. me said that to the party that if rains not go to go 'They told me that they are not going to the party if it rains'
According to Villa-Garcìa, the structural representation of (24) think that tomorrow that the Ana that will manage to finish the assignment. 'I think that tomorrow Ana will manage to finish the assignment.' European Portuguese (from Mascarenhas 2007) For an example like (26b) Mascarenhas (2007) proposes that the second and the third complementizer lexicalize the heads of recursive Topic projections:
Interestingly, as pointed out by Mascarenhas (2007) , in European Portuguese the possibility of having four complementizers co-occurring within the same clause with three topicalized constituents appearing in the embedded left periphery is excluded, as witnessed by (28a), and slightly marginal is also the appearance of a single complementizer preceding three topicalized constituents, like in (28b) The deviance of (28a), as well as the fact that we do not find in early Italo-Romance any examples containing four (or more) instances of the complementizer che, suggests that crosslinguistically the maximal number of occurrences of the complementizers within the same clause is three.
7 This can be interpreted as indicating that, excluding the highest complementizer, which uncontroversially lexicalizes Force°, the function of the two following complementizers is to mark the lower boundary of the two main Topic subfields identified above, namely the higher one, endowed with scene setting properties, and the lower one, devoted to the thematization of argumental constituents.
CONCLUSION
Based on evidence from the distributional properties of preposed conditional clauses in multiple complementizer structures in Romance, in this article I have tried to argue for a splitting of the Topic field into two subfields, along the lines of Benincà and Poletto (2004) ; in modern Italian the higher Frame subfield, endowed with a scene setting function, is the landing site of preposed adverbial clauses or of time adverbials; the lower subfield, devoted to the thematization function, hosts primarily topicalized nonclausal argumental constituents of the embedded clause. The respective lower boundary of these two subfields could be lexicalized in early Italo-Romance by the second (and third) occurrence of the complementizer in multiple complementizer constructions, a possibility which is still attested in modern Ibero-Romance languages. From a diachronic perspective, it is possible to determine a relation between the presence of complementizer doubling on the one hand and the relative freedom of placement of conditional clauses on the other (the situation of early Italo-Romance and modern Ibero-Romance); the loss of complementizer doubling in most modern Italo-Romance 7 As pointed out by Mascarenhas (2007) , the situation is somewhat different with the interrogative complementizer se, which can easily appear twice in the same clause, like in (i), but can less easily appear three times, as witnessed by the slight deviance of (iia), although (iia) sounds better than (iib), where two topicalized constituents appear sandwiched between the two occurrences of se: not know if tomorrow the Pedro if manages hand in the assignment 'I don't know if tomorrow Pedro will manage to hand in the assignment.' For a possible implementiation of the interrogative complementizer se within the split left-periphery the reader is referred to Rizzi (2001). varieties entails a gradual shift to a stricter localization of conditional clauses within the left periphery.
